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Introduction

Among the Middle East peace plans that have been
publicized since the founding of the State of Israel
fifty-two years ago, one looks in vain for the
conventional elements of conflict resolution, such
as the rectification of arms imbalances by mutual
disarmament, or the redrawing of borders to
increase their defensibility. Moreover, none of the
peace proposals appears to take cognizance of
modern weapons systems and their terrain requirements, on the one hand, and proposed border
changes, on the other.
Because of Israel's relative numerical, financial,
and territorial disadvantages, its military planners
must assume that their enemies' hostile intentions,
to date, were thwarted by Israel's deterrent capacity.
Yet, recent proposals put forward by Israel's last
three governments call for the lowering of the
country's deterrent posture by relinquishing the
strategic terrain its army conquered in wars the
Jewish state did not initiate.
The factors which ought to dominate deliberations on Mideast peace but which, apparently, do
not, are the local topography, Israel's need for
minimal strategic depth, the sophisticated weapons
now in the region, and the country's terrain
requirements. Technology, which is a decisive factor
in the planning of war, must also play an essential
role in deliberations whose purpose is the formulation of policies to prevent war. Specifically if, as is
self-evident, peace agreements are designed to
bring about measures which will lessen the like-

lihood of armed conflict, then the military realities
of terrain and arms cannot continue to be ignored.
The Terrain of Judea and Samaria:
An Overview

One result of the Six Day War of 1967 is that Israel's
de facto border today is almost 200 miles shorter than
the armistice lines of the 1948-49, its de facto border
then. Moreover, except for the 120 miles of the de
facto northern border, its present lines are either
natural or protected by the largely uninhabited
buffer zone of the Sinai Desert. The segment of pre1967's de facto border, often referred to as the ``Green
Line'', located in the central, densely populated
region, followed, more or less, the lowest contours
of the Judean and Samarian hills. It outlined the
parcel of land now referred to as the West Bank, the
collective name for 2,270 square miles of the Judean
and Samarian highlands, and 140 square miles of
the Gaza Strip, territories conquered by Jordan and
Egypt in the war of 1948-49 and kept under their
occupation for 18 years. These areas, as well as the
approximately 440 square miles of the Golan
Heights, lost by Syria in the wars of 1967 and
1973, are now contested by the Arab states and
claimed by Palestinian Arabs.
If Israel were to return these land parcels to Arab
control, by withdrawing its armed forces, as now
demanded by its neighbors, the country's width in
the central sector would be reduced from the
present 40-55 miles to 9-16 miles. Moreover, the
easily concealed control elements of certain weapons systems, many of them requiring line-of-sight
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emplacement, if deployed in the central mountains
overlooking Israel's population centers and traffic
arteries, would render the country indefensible.
For the purpose of this presentation, the West
Bank has been divided into three north-south
topographic zones: the Jordan River Rift Valley and
its limiting escarpments, the central mountainous
spine, and the Judean and Samarian foothills (Fig. 1
and Maps 1 & 2). This threefold division of the
central highlands, an admittedly awkward device,
facilitates analysis of the West Bank's strategic
value, that is, its war deterrent qualities in a static
confrontation and its movement-impeding characteristics, natural obstacles, and vantage points,
under the dynamics of modern war. This approach
was also chosen to emphasize the terrain dependence of modern weapons. By discussing one region
at a time, no speculation regarding the sequential
order of possible events is intended. It should also
be noted that the weapons systems and their
components considered here are available at this
time and are eagerly sold to all comers with cash in
hand.
The Eastern Zone

The Jordan River Valley is the natural border area for
Israel and its first line of defense against a
conventional attack from the east. It spans the
Israeli side of the river's flood plain and encompasses the escarpments which form the up-thrusted
western margin of the Jordan Rift Valley. The river,
meandering through its center, and forming the de
facto Israel-Jordan border, descends here to more
than 1,000 feet below sea level as it approaches the
Dead Sea. Its flood plain, whose width ranges from
3.7 miles in the north to 14 miles at the river's influx
into the Dead Sea, is the only terrain in the area that
permits off-road travel. Because it offers practically
no natural cover, all vehicular movement is exposed
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to surveillance from the cliffs nearby. Any military
forces moving east or west would have to fight their
way across the open plain as it tilts toward the
lowest point on the face of the earth, then scale the
cliffs and hills, rising over a distance of only five to
fifteen miles to more than 2,000 feet above sea level.
(Fig. 1 and Maps 1 & 2). For most of their lengths,
the five roads leading up and out of the valley,
follow canyon-like wadis. Therefore, before initiating
a thrust across the flood plain, an invading army
would have to secure the high ground controlling
the plain below as well as the traffic arteries.
With the post-1967 constellation of forces in
place, a massed assault, mounted by armored
formations echeloned in depth, is unlikely to be
among the contingency plans of either Israel or its
enemies. However, with the valley guarded by the
minimal force envisioned in the latest ``territory for
peace'' plan, and the number of Jewish villages
greatly reduced, a vertical assault could be carried
out in this sector by heli-borne troops. Their likely
objective would be to secure topographic vantage
points and to link up with paramilitary forces
recruited from the local population. The flight
distance from possible Trans-Jordanian jumping off
points to the populated highlands is only 15 to 20
miles. If well prepared, critical numbers of hostile
troops and support equipment could reach their
assigned sectors before the Israeli army managed to
organize and transport counter forces. Second
waves of heavy-lift helicopters, capable of carrying
as much as sixteen tons each, could ferry rapid-fire
artillery pieces, rocket launchers, and ammunition
and support equipment, to platforms prepared and
secured by local irregulars. Artillery and mortars,
placed on the hills overlooking the five traffic
arteries descending into the valley, could effectively
cut off the eastern zone from the rest of the country.
Thus, by leapfrogging over the Rift Valley's com-

Fig. 1: Cross-section of Tel Aviv (Israel)
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MAP 1
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manding terraces, an airborne assault force, willing
to take casualties, could neutralize Israel's present
terrain advantage long enough to attempt a
conventional armored invasion.
The status quo makes a heli-borne assault less
likely. Crossing the Rift Valley, helicopters would
have to fly just above the flood plain in order to
escape the anti-aircraft fire which would be directed
at them from the tops of the cliffs. As was
demonstrated in Afghanistan, low-flying helicopters
are very vulnerable to shoulder-launched missiles.
As a defensive measure, missiles, such as the USmade Stinger, are inexpensive and could be
supplied in sufficient numbers to Israeli civilians
whose villages in the valley, and on the adjacent
hills, would be on the invaders' flight paths.
Today, Israel's border is guarded by a few, barely
visible, observation and control points, strung out
along the tops of the lower cliffs parallel to the
highway below. An alert traveler might note a few
anti-aircraft guns and Hawk missile batteries jutting
out above the jagged skyline of the second echelon
cliffs.
The Eastern Zone is dominated by the Jordan
Rift Valley, a deep break in the earth's crust which
separates Israel and Jordan almost as effectively as
the English Channel separates Britain and France.
The symmetry of the topographies of Cis- and
Trans-Jordan makes it possible for Arabs and
Israelis to blunt an armored assault across the
valley with relatively few troops and at a small
cost. The terrain facilitates the construction and
easy maintenance of defense infrastructures for
both sides. Any change in the present de facto
Israel-Jordan border would encourage conventional
invasions from the east and pre-emptive strikes
from the west.

The Central Zone

The Central Zone, delineated by the 2,000-foot high
contour line, is a parcel of land, five to fifteen miles
wide and eighty miles long (Fig. 1 and Maps 1 & 2).
Because long stretches are relatively level, it is also
known as the Judean-Samarian Plateau, although it
encompasses ridges and peaks, a few reaching
elevations of more than 3,000 feet.

The zone's only north-south road joins Beersheba, Hebron, Jerusalem, Nablus and points in the
Galilee. Hills adjacent to the road, many topped by
Arab villages, overlook and dominate it for much of
its length. It can be assumed that during active
conflict, after Israeli forces have been withdrawn, as
envisioned under the latest ``territory for peace''
guidelines, the highway would be denied to Israeli
soldiers by irregular combatants recruited from
among the Arab villagers and by military specialists
infiltrated from bases abroad. Commanders will
then have to decide whether to commit sufficient
resources to keep all or parts of the road open so
that men and ordnance can be shifted laterally in
the direction of an assault from the east, or to make
use of circuitous routes and paths in the foothills to
the east.
A thrust from the Judean and Samarian ridges
toward Israel's cities and towns along the coast
would be facilitated by approximately 30 paved and
dirt roads branching off from the central highway
toward the west. The recognition of the importance
of secure traffic arteries between Israel's cities and
the geographic center of the country is evidenced by
Israel's recent widening of the Trans-Samarian
Highway and plans to pave parallel roads. The
Trans-Samarian Highway, connecting Greater Tel
Aviv with the Central Zone's only north-south
highway, and the roads of the Jordan Valley, is now
guarded for almost its entire length by a string of
Jewish villages.
The hills, dun-colored limestone, covered by
scrub wherever sparse annual rainwater can be
retained, are also the sites of most of the country's
historic towns and shrines. They were established
here for two reasons: the presence of water and the
steep approaches which facilitated their defense.
Ironically, in our time, when weapons and munitions
are propelled through the air and guided from afar,
the high ground has again become essential for
defense. The reason for this is found in the physical
laws governing the transmission of electromagnetic
radiation. Because the latter travel in straight paths,
almost all sensors and antennas, the primary
elements of many of today's sophisticated weapons,
communications gear, and control systems, must be
deployed in line-of-sight locations. The optimal
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places in Israel that furnish suitable platforms for
the arrays of antennas and sensors that have
become the eyes and ears of modern armies, are
located here. For the last fifteen to twenty years, as
the devices of electronic warfare have become more
sophisticated, so has the value of their potential
platforms increased.

Radar

A bomber flying at subsonic speed covers the
distance between the Jordan River frontier and the
Mediterranean (average: 44 miles) in about four
minutes. Scrambling time of Israeli aircrews is also
approximately four minutes. In order to intercept
the enemy before he reaches a target in pre-1967
Israel, the defending airmen need to be alerted well
ahead of the intruder's crossing of the border. Today,
the skyline of the highest Judean and Samarian
peaks, as well as that formed by the volcanic cones
on the Golan Heights, are broken by the arrays of
antennas of Israel's early warning radar systems.
They attest to the fact that over the last twentyseven years, the Golan Heights and the JudeanSamarian Plateau have become the country's
primary air defense line. Since then, as was amply
demonstrated in the Gulf War of 1991, there have
been major developments in radar technology.
Today, radar does far more than locate airborne
objects. With the aid of ancillary computers, they
often help commanders make decisions by suggesting the best actions or countermeasures in situations too fast-paced for human deliberations. Once
the target has been identified, tracking radar locks
onto it. They are often linked to signal processors
that point and fire anti-aircraft guns at the optimal
moment. Software is available to activate the
launching mechanisms of surface-to-air missiles,
and to generate the coded flight instructions that
keep remotely controlled missiles on their intercept
course. Radar signals are routinely used to vector
combat aircraft toward their targets and to inform
pilots on intercept missions of dangers beyond the
range of the relatively weak radar carried aboard
their planes.
In the next war, Israel must expect Saudi Arabia's
five AWACS aircraft to join the pan-Arab forces.
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Because of the vulnerability of these aircraft, they
must operate from standoff positions well behind
the forward edge of battle. Their radar is not
frequency agile; i.e., their transmitters do not have
the capacity to change their frequencies rapidly.
Once their frequencies are known, it is possible to
block one or two degrees of their scan with small,
low-powered ``noise'' or picket-fence jammers. To
increase their narrow blocking range, these robot
jammers are set out approximately three miles apart
in single line arrays, hence their name. The
topography of the Judean-Samarian plateau gives
Israel almost ideal platforms for arrays of picketfence jammers. Israeli villages on the plateau
facilitate their maintenance and provide protection
against sabotage.
For Israel, the Central Zone is also a passive
electronic warfare asset. In 1981, when the US
prepared to sell five AWACS planes to Saudi Arabia,
government spokesmen defended their sale by
pointing out that the Judean and Samarian mountains tended to shield much of Israel from radar
surveillance by AWACS aircraft flying at 29,000 to
40,000 feet (the former is the recommended
operating altitude) above north-western Saudi
Arabia. If Israel relinquishes control of the Central
Zone, its enemies could nullify the terrain-shielding
quality of the mountain ridge by concealing lowpowered radar down-links, i.e., radar relay stations,
on the high ground overlooking military targets.
Under these conditions, many of Israel's military
activities would be exposed to continuous radar
surveillance by its opponents.
Ground-based radar is ineffective against aircraft
or cruise missiles approaching at very low altitudes,
as was dramatically shown by Israel's Air Force when
it attacked Egyptian air bases on the first day of the
Six Day War. To avoid detection, fighters and
bombers are now equipped with sophisticated
avionics which make so-called terrain-following
possible. With that in mind, it has been suggested
that Israel's air defense posture would not be
lowered by replacing its early-warning radar installations on the Judean-Samarian Plateau with airborne warning systems such as AWACS. Airborne
radar extends the range of ground-based systems,
but they cannot substitute for them.
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There are technical drawbacks to all airborne
surveillance systems. They are more vulnerable to
electronic countermeasures than ground-based facilities, whose power can greatly exceed those
mounted on aircraft. Moreover, it is almost certain
that missiles will have their intrinsically small radar
cross-sections further reduced by microwave-absorbent surfaces, the major element of stealth technology. Airborne targets of that type can be detected
only by the most powerful radar, which, because of
its size and weight, cannot be placed on airborne
platforms.
It is conceivable that Israel's Air Force will make
use of remotely piloted vehicles, i.e. small airborne
platforms controlled from ground stations on the
Judean and Samarian peaks, and the volcanic cones
of the Golan Heights, as up-links for its powerful
land-based radar. Moreover, Israel is now developing
a space-based surveillance capacity. Satellites,
remotely piloted up-links, and airborne facilities
can significantly extend the range of ground-based
systems, but as amply demonstrated by the
intelligence failures of the Gulf War, they cannot
substitute for them.
Recently a new, not yet battle-tested, US-made
airborne facility known as the Joint Surveillance
Target Attack Radar System or JSTARS has been
suggested as having sufficient electronic warfare
capacity to substitute for several of the systems now
deployed on the strategic plateau and on the Golan
Heights. JSTARS is a long-range air-to-ground
surveillance and battle management facility. The
processors aboard JSTARS aircraft are programmed
to sort out large numbers of radar signals and
accurately interpret and analyze them. By maintaining jam-resistant links with ground station modules,
they are reported to provide field commanders with
real time intelligence on hostile ground movements.
Their capabilities are said to meet the requirements
of NATO forces, operating in open terrain. However,
they appear to be quite inappropriate for Israel.
JSTARS, like those systems in AWACS, are installed
in Boeing 707s, carrying their side-looking phased
array radar in a 24-foot pod attached to the lower
fuselage. Planes of that size and shape have large
radar cross-sections, meaning they are good reflectors of microwaves and hence are easily detected,

not only by ground-based systems, but also by the
radar that guides certain ground-to-air missiles.
Having the airframes of airliners, the planes cannot
take evasive action and are therefore vulnerable to
attack. Consequently, JSTARS aircraft must operate
from fighter-protected standoff positions. The appropriate distance from battle zones or from
unfriendly fighter aircraft should be similar to that
recommended for AWACS aircraft, or about 200
miles (320 km.). In Israel's case, that would place its
JSTARS plane, or planes, in international airspace
above the Mediterranean, closer to the enemy's
coast than Israel's, above their naval vessels and
thus within easy range of their ship-to-air missiles.

Missiles

A fighter-bomber, taking off from the air base in
Damascus, can reach Haifa in eight minutes. The
almost obsolescent Scud-B missile, with a range of
180 miles, carrying a warhead of one ton, can cover
the same distance (104 km.) in two minutes. Speed
and assured penetration of enemy airspace make
missiles an attractive alternative for certain missions that in the past could be carried out only by
manned aircraft. Missiles are a particularly welcome
option for Arab military planners. Given their
experience in the Lebanon War of 1982, where the
Syrian Air Force suffered an attrition rate of thirty
percent, and remembering the Gulf War episode
where Iraqi planes, at the height of the conflict, fled
to safe havens in Iran, it is unlikely that their
commanders would dispatch aircraft where missiles
could be used.
Most of the missiles in Arab inventories are
ballistic, i.e. they are powered during their initial
flight only and thereafter fall in meteor-like trajectories toward their targets. To compensate for
expected variations in air density, humidity, wind
directions and velocities, all of which cause ballistic
missiles to drift, adjustments of the guidance
system are made prior to launching. Missiles are
rated by their so-called circular error probabilities
(CEP), a measure of their likely drift from the target.
Because of their large CEPs, they are of low military
value. Their foremost function is seen as terror
weapons to be used against urban populations.
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During the last five to seven years, new, yet
inexpensive models with small CEPs have come
onto the arms markets. Many of them have been
procured by Arab armies. Syria, which was rewarded
with a bonus of $3 billion by Saudi Arabia for its
support in the Gulf War, used the funds to add to its
stockpile of missiles. It is known that they obtained
a large number of Scud-Cs from North Korea,
missiles that have a range of 600 kilometers. It also
entered into cooperative deals with North Korea,
China and Iran, under which it acquired manufacturing plants and equipment that give their industrial
complex the capability to produce Scud-Cs, and
possibly also the intermediate range M9s. These
missiles have ranges large enough to put all of Israel
within their reach. Scud-C missiles are also the likely
delivery vehicles for the deadly gases and biological
agents, euphemistically referred to as unconventional weapons, that are now produced and stockpiled in Syria and other Arab countries.
So-called smart missiles do not follow ballistic
trajectories. Cruise missiles, like the US-built
Tomahawk that thrilled television audiences during
the Gulf War, are essentially unmanned aircraft
guided by sophisticated terrain recognition systems.
It is expected that cruise missiles, utilizing the
inexpensive global positioning technology used by
airliners, ships, and recently even by taxicabs in
major cities, will soon become the central elements
of processing units in inexpensive cruise missiles.
Other non-ballistic missiles are guided toward
their targets during the critical terminal phases of
their flights either by homing devices, such as heatseeking sensors, or by airborne or ground-based
operators. Laser-guided missiles, first cousins of
smart bombs, used extensively in the Gulf War, have
electro-optical sensors called seekers that steer the
missile toward laser light pulses reflected from the
target. The light pulses are produced by a laser
target designator, a man-portable device resembling
a hobbyist's telescope. With a designator, an
operator can illuminate any target within his sight
(depending on its size, up to 12 miles away).
Missiles launched hundreds of miles away then
home-in on the reflected laser energy. Designators
can be built to generate pulsed and coded beams,
and seeker-circuits can be tuned to respond to
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them. A well-designed system may embrace a
number of designators, each generating its own
coded signal, and each trained on a different target.
The Judean and Samarian hills, overlooking many of
Israel's vital military installations, offer a large
number of optimal platforms for laser target
designators.
Because of their ease of operation, and assured
penetration of air-defense systems of all types,
missiles are now rapidly proliferating. Research
teams in a number of countries, including Israel,
are now engaged in the development of anti-missile
missiles with the expected capability to track and
destroy a number of missiles simultaneously. None
of them are operational, and their projected
effectiveness is problematical.
At this time, there is no defense against missiles
once they are airborne. On their launchers, of
course, they are as vulnerable as aircraft on runways.
But unlike aircraft, missiles and their launchers can
be effectively camouflaged and, if mobile, quickly
relocated. During the Yom Kippur War, Israel's aerial
surveillance efforts failed to reveal Syria's Frog-7
launchers, although they were deployed close to the
front lines. Prior to the assault on Iraq, in 1991,
intelligence-gathering systems involving satellites,
AWACS, and specialized surveillance aircraft of the
US Air Force, revealed only about 15 percent of that
country's Scud missile launchers. According to some
estimates, the search-and-destroy missions that
followed failed to eliminate any of the mobile
launchers and barely damaged a few of the fixed
ones. Whether the new and very expensive JSTARS
will be more effective cannot be answered with
certainty.
Missiles are a new destabilizing factor because
they increase the likelihood of a first strike by Arab
forces and consequently that of a preemptive move
by Israel. With the Gulf War failures in mind, Israel's
only plausible option for deterrence is the certainty
of massive retaliatory strikes against near targets by
its Air Force, and missile assaults on those farther
away.
A viable strategy must be based on a reasonable
threat assessment. The Gulf War demonstrated the
difficulty of detecting missiles and their launchers
and exposed the shortcomings of operational
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missile interceptors, such as the Patriot. These
technical facts make surprise a central element of
missile warfare and leave the side under attack with
the single option of a counter, or second strike. They
also underlie the anti-missile measures of the
United States, still in force in spite of the absence
of a credible threat. Their second strike capabilities
rest on intercontinental ballistic missiles ensconced
in silos, far-flung submarine fleets, and almost
continuously airborne bombers, all carrying nuclear-tipped missiles and bombs that assure a symmetry of horror, euphemistically referred to as
``MAD'' (Mutually Assured Destruction). The hairline
trigger readiness of their second strike capabilities
is credited with having deterred a Third World War
for fifty years. There is no lesson in this for Israel.
Except for a modest submarine-based capability, the
efficacious second strike potential of the US is not a
practical option for a country of Israel's size and
resources. Moreover, in Israel's case, where defeat is
measured in terms of genocide, it would be
criminally cynical to propose a policy that would
make the nation's survival dependent on the
faultless functioning of a submarine's or a JSTARS
aircraft's processing units.
Israel's planners must consider the likelihood
that the next war will begin with a lightning attack
by massed missiles on population hubs along the
coast. The IDF's posture of deterrence, that is, its
second strike potential, is linked to the survivability
of its command and control structures. With the
contingency of crippling missile raids in mind,
Israeli military leaders are expected to redesign
the army's organizational infrastructure to incorporate parallel, secondary and tertiary chains of
command. In a near-worst-case scenario, alternative
command and control units, operating out of widely
dispersed militarily autonomous regions, might
enable the army to launch a second strike, regroup,
and initiate the mobilization of the reserve units.
Saddam Hussein's threat to burn one half of
Israel's population becomes a matter of concern
when one recalls that more than fifty percent of
Israel's population lives within 19 miles of the center
of Tel Aviv. In the absence of a reactive defense
against missiles, and irrespective of the political
agreements entered into by ephemeral governments

and their mortal leaders, Israel will have to embrace
an ethos of survival whose major element must be
the dispersal of its population. The kill radii of
missiles carrying unconventional payloads, and their
almost assured penetration of air defense systems,
now operational, leave Israel no other alternative.

The Western Zone

The Western Zone of the ``West Bank'' is defined here
as the area between the 2,000-foot altitude contour
line and the 1949 armistice line which marked
Israel's de facto boundary until the Six Day War of
1967. The line is also the approximate boundary
between the Judean and Samarian foothills and the
coastal plain. The lowlands between the ``Green
Line'' and the Mediterranean were pre-1967 central
Israel, a 57 mile-long strip extending from Ashdod to
Zikhron Ya'akov and ranging in width from 9 to 16
miles (Fig. 1 and Maps 1 & 2). Most of Israel's
population and industrial structure are located here.
The Judean and Samarian foothills, towering
above the narrow coastal plain, have been called an
artillery observer's dream. From the hills, some of
Israel's military bases and installations, and most of
its population centers, traffic arteries, rail lines, fuel
storage tanks and power plants are clearly visible. It
is believed that most of Israel's Arab neighbors
would enter into peace treaties with Israel if the
1949 armistice line became its permanent boundary
again. In the past, none of Israel's governments have
been willing to take up the offer. Israel's leaders
knew that had Arab military commanders recognized
their topographic advantage at the start of the Six
Day War, they could have interfered with the
mobilization of Israel's citizen-army by concentrating their firepower on two or three communication
centers, occupying one or two natural choke points,
or advancing through the nine miles that separated
their positions from the Mediterranean, thus cutting
the country in two. Had they followed any one of
these plans, Israel could not have carried out its
preemptive and decisive air strikes against Syrian
and Egyptian bases on the first day of the war. No
peace arrangement can change the fact that the
municipal centers of Kfar Sava, Petach Tikva, and
Jerusalem are only 4.6 miles, 5 miles, and approxi-
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mately 3,000 feet, respectively, from the old
armistice line.
Israel needs 48 hours to put its people in
uniforms, assemble the units, and transport them to
the battle areas. Israelis have no doubt that guerrilla
units, recruited in the Arab villages that dot the
nearby hills, will attempt to disrupt the timely
mobilization of Israel's citizens. During the first two
days of the next war, Israel's small army and the
citizens performing their annual service at the time
could find themselves face to face with the
numerically vastly superior armies of neighboring
states. It is understood that a holding action by
Israel's soldiers and the men and women on annual
duty, aimed at slowing the attackers long enough to
complete the mobilization process, a tactic that
enabled Israel to survive the surprise attack of the
Yom Kippur War of 1973, requires that Israel remain
in well-stocked fortifications in all parts of the
Judean and Samarian highlands, as well as in
positions on the Golan Heights and along the
Lebanese and Egyptian borders.
A demilitarized Western Zone, as envisioned in
recent peace proposals, would permit the intelligence services of the Arab armed forces to install
various electronic surveillance devices to record
Israeli military moves and activities. Under these
conditions, the elements of surprise and deception,
so essential to the success of many operations,
would be denied Israel's army. Israeli training
exercises, air combat techniques, deceptive tank
maneuvers, and the use of decoys could then be
continuously monitored and studied by the enemy.
Practically all military communications and
most radar emissions consist of coded, often
scrambled electromagnetic radiation. The patterns
and frequencies of the transmissions, the so-called
signatures of the systems, are carefully guarded
secrets. Once they become known to an opponent,
their commanders have a choice of electronic
countermeasures that can blank out, interfere with,
or alter the coded messages and signals. The value
of signal intelligence was brought home to Israelis
on the first day of the War of 1973. It was only then
that Israeli pilots discovered that the Soviets had
increased the radar frequencies on their SAM-2, -3,
and -6 missiles and changed the mode from pulsed
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to continuous wave emissions. The early warning
equipment carried aboard Israeli aircraft was designed to respond to the pulsed signals transmitted
at lower frequencies by previously deployed Soviet
missiles. Israel paid a high price for that intelligence
failure.
As a consequence of the increasing importance
of signal intelligence, there has been an intensification of clandestine activities, conducted by the
intelligence communities of the defense establishments of many countries, those of the Middle East
among them, whose aim is the acquisition of
information of that type. Technological spying on
one's opponents' signals is made possible by the
physics of electromagnetic radiation and its transmission characteristics. All antennas leak some
radiation. If a receiver is placed close to an antenna,
the emissions that leak off can be detected and
recorded. The proximity of many Arab villages, in the
foothills and on the plateau, to Israeli bases and
radar installations, makes it possible for them to
select locations suitable for the concealment of
micro-electronic receivers-recorders. The post-1967
Israeli civilian presence in the hills, places Israel's
radar and other systems in friendly terrain and
obviates the need for the army to police the areas
around transmitters continuously.
The electronic elements of modern arms, and
their dependence on topography, make the Judean
and Samarian foothills prime strategic terrain for
defenders and aggressors alike. Their proximity to
Israel's industrial and population hubs, and the
unfeasibility of verifying demilitarization agreements, leave little latitude for finding a realitybased formula that would diminish the likelihood of
renewed armed conflict and simultaneously satisfy
the national aspirations of the antagonists. Moreover, relative stability, even that of the uneasy status
quo that has prevailed since 1967, presupposes that
the victim of aggression is perceived by the
aggressor as being able to absorb the blows of a
first strike, and to mount a counterattack whose
outcome cannot be predicted with confidence. The
territory of a demilitarized Western Zone can be
prepared by local Arabs to facilitate an assault and
thus narrow the range of doubt regarding the
outcome of a surprise attack.
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Demilitarization

Taking into consideration the value structures of
Middle Eastern cultures, Gulf War lessons and the
nature and quantities of the arms now being
stockpiled in the region, Israel's public debate has
narrowed to two broad military policies along which
to plan its defense. The first, widely but only
superficially discussed, is demilitarization of sectors
of the West Bank's terrain which would be returned
to Arab control in exchange for a formal peace
treaty; the other is continuation of the status quo.
(The legalisms implied by the ultimate designation
of the land parcels, evacuated by Israel's armed
forces, i.e. autonomous region, sovereign state, or
other, have no bearing on military reality.) Demilitarization, as understood by some Israeli spokesmen, would apparently permit Israel to keep small
garrisons along the Jordan Rift Valley, recognized as
the country's ``security border'', after withdrawing its
forces from most or all of the contested territory.
Israel's essential early-warning radar would be either
replaced by Israeli or American airborne facilities, or
would be permitted to continue to function as
islands of Israeli sovereignty. Under the arrangements envisaged, Arab armies would not deploy
near the Jordan River or the Golan precipice,
presumably assuring an interval of a few hours
between the onset of an armored advance and the
firing of the initial salvos.
The Arab villagers living along the thirty-odd
roads leading from the coastal strip to the Central
Zone could significantly lower the defensibility of
Israel's ``security border'' by interfering with the
army's chain of supplies. For example, a US Army
tank division, engaged in a high intensity operation,
uses 5,000 tons of ammunitions, 2,200,000 liters of
fuel, and 1,200,000 liters of water every day. Except
for water, the ordnance requirements for an Israeli
armored division ought to be similar. The constraints due to Israel's numerical disadvantage place
limitations on the IDF's ability to assign adequate
numbers of patrols to the roads and the hills that
overlook them; tasks necessary to hold the number
of ambushes, mining incidents, and acts of sabotage
to tolerable limits. By encouraging Israeli civilians,
who because of their intimate knowledge of the land
around their homes are well qualified for patrol

duty, to leave the highlands, some Israelis are
helping to lay the foundation for a major logistics
problem for their country's armed forces. Logistics
exhaustion has been the cause of many historical
defeats.
Under demilitarization, its proponents argue,
the mountain ridge would be reduced to a buffer
between unequal forces. The reasoning is faulty
because demilitarized highlands would provide one
side only with forward positions for the collection of
intelligence and the opportunity to prepare the
ground for invading forces, without violating demilitarization arrangements. The demographic and
geographic postures of the two sides do not allow
for the equivalence or parity that prevails, and
prevailed, in other military and political confrontations.
Compliance with demilitarization agreements
will be neither verifiable nor enforceable once Israeli
forces have been withdrawn. The likelihood of
detecting treaty violations is a function of the
characteristics and dimensions of the weapons and
devices being monitored. For demilitarization to be
effective, all parts of weapons and support systems
would have to be discovered and totally removed.
For example, the detection and removal of one laser
target designator, out of a battery of ten designators, would leave ninety percent of the systems
operable. If the chance of spotting a designator is
one percent (a reasonable estimate, given its size
and portability), then the likelihood of discovering
two of the ten, in two search operations, leaving
eighty percent operable, would be one hundredth of
one percent. The ease of concealing the microelectronic devices that have become the controlling
and guiding elements of many modern weapons
restricts the application of the concept of demilitarization to heavy weapons and their support equipment and to troop concentrations. In the case of the
West Bank, the notion of demilitarization is almost
devoid of meaning.
By significantly reducing the ratio of Jews to
Arabs in the contested land parcels, as now
demanded as a price for peace, Israel will make it
possible for its Arab antagonists to prepare the
infrastructure for a battle zone literally within sight
of the country's population centers. On instructions
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from abroad, local Arabs could build access roads,
level sites for artillery platforms, build helicopter
landing pads and generally prepare the ground for
the flow of ordnance and the forward deployment of
troops. By reducing the Jewish civilian presence, the
force multiplier of its small army, Israel will actually
facilitate the implementation of the first phase of
the over twenty-five year old ``Phased Plan'' for the
final destruction of Israel.
The speculative range concerning scenarios for
the next Mideast war can be narrowed by noting
what kind of weapons are procured in numbers that
exceed the customary ratios, and what types of
training and maneuvers appear to be emphasized.
Assuming that no defense against missiles will have
been developed in time, the next war is likely to
begin with an attempt to cripple Israel's defensive
capacity with a one-night surprise attack. Older
ballistic missiles with large circular error probabilities (CEPs), similar to the modified Scud-B missiles
directed against Tel Aviv in 1991, will likely be aimed
at its population centers. Warheads carrying chemical or biological toxins cannot be ruled out.
Mobilization centers, communication hubs, power
stations, and similar point targets located within
optical range of the Judean and Samarian foothills,
might come under attack by missiles guided by
operators of target designators. If the initial missile
attacks and the operations by commando teams
interfere decisively with Israel's mobilization process, the aggressors might attempt massive armored
assaults in the north, possibly through Lebanese
territory, and in the east across the Jordan Valley.
For Arab military planners, expectations involve
either total victory or, at worst, temporary defeat.
Israelis cannot realistically hope for more than
temporary victory. The Arabs, with justification, refer
to past armed conflicts with Israel as rounds in an
unending war. Under the circumstances, the primary
objective of Israel must be a credible deterrent
posture. Israel's control of the strategic terrain
enhances that posture.

The Status Quo

Ruling out unenforceable demilitarization of a large
enough area of the Middle East, and mutual
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disarmament, Israel's only practical alternative is
the continuation of the thirty-two year-old mutually
enforced standoff. Israel's outposts on the cliffs
astride the key invasion routes leading across the
Jordan River and similar outposts on the eastern
cliffs (in Jordan) make a conventional armored
thrust, directed east or west across the valley,
unacceptably costly for the aggressor. The symmetry
of the Rift Valley favors the defender.
Under the post-1967 status quo, Israel developed battle plans and defense infrastructures for
each sector, making local units autonomous during
communication blackouts. Forward-deployed
troops, adequate fortifications and pre-positioned
ordnance were planned to blunt the effects of
guerrilla warfare aimed at intercepting second
echelon traffic. Decentralization of the defense
structure is undoubtedly facilitated by a civilian
presence. The role of Israeli villages near predeployed defense units and natural choke points,
such as mountain passes, was assessed as far back
as the early 1970s, when the State of Israel began to
promote its settlement program. Civilian settlements, it was recognized early, can house local
command and control units, accommodate repair
shops, provide field hospitals with local civilian
staffs, build and manage storage facilities, furnish
guards and maintenance crews, and offer troops the
comforts of homelike rest stops. Under the status
quo, it is also possible to limit the number of
surreptitiously deployed target designators and
intelligence-collecting devices by encouraging Israelis to settle in West Bank locations that are within
sight of military assets or population centers, and in
those located near Arab villages and towns.
The military potential of the large Arab minority,
living on both sides of the pre-1967 border, is
considerably lower under the status quo than under
conditions of demilitarization. In the presence of
Israel's army, guerrilla forces and sabotage teams,
recruited from the local populace, can have only a
loose, non-centralized command and control structure, uncertain sources of supplies and a primitive
and restricted communications system. It is also a
fair assumption that, under the present conditions,
Israel can more easily maintain, and possibly
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expand, its intelligence resources based on an
established network of Arab informers.
The lethal proximity of the opposing forces,
Israel's lack of strategic depth, modern warfare's
dependence on battle-management systems, the
crucial importance of signal intelligence and a host
of smart weapons requiring line-of-sight deployment, make terrain characteristics decisive factors.
There can be no doubt that topography has played a
decisive role in the duration of the present armed
standoff. Unless mutual disarmament, the universal
warrant of peaceful intent, is instituted in the
Middle East, Israel has no choice but to remain in
the hill country of Judea and Samaria and on the
Golan Plateau.
The technological revolution of the last ten to
fifteen years requires new strategic thinking and the
development of terminology to define the new

reality. The concept of demilitarization has undergone a parallel modification, apparently largely
unnoticed by some of Israel's policy makers. It
cannot be extended to the many sophisticated
systems whose effects on the nature of modern
warfare can be compared to those which accompanied the introduction of gunpowder in the fourteenth century. Unless there is adequate territorial
depth, so that the side under surprise attack can
trade space for time, and a semblance of parity in
resources, the stated objective of demilitarization
must be ruled out. Neither the status quo nor
demilitarization can halt or reverse the Mideast's
drift toward an overwhelming potential for war.
However, as long as the armed camps face each
other across the Jordan Rift Valley and on the Golan
Heights, the onset of active conflict is neither
imminent nor inevitable.

